
CSSREWRITE ASSETIC SYMFONY2 CONTROLLER

app/config/carriagehouseautoresto.com assetic: debug: '%carriagehouseautoresto.com%' use_controller: . When using
the cssrewrite filter, don't refer to your CSS files using the @AppBundle.

This decreases website loading time and the number of HTTP requests. For this, sign into the Cloudways
server. Loading Stylesheets Using Assetic Using the same principles, stylesheets can be included. This helps
to reduce the number of HTTP requests, which is great for front-end performance. For in-depth information on
how Assetic works, please visit the official Symfony blog. In the upcoming installment, I would discuss
bundle management in Symfony 3. Fortunately, Assetic provides a way to dump your assets to real files,
instead of being generated dynamically. Tip Instead of using Assetic to include images, you may consider
using the LiipImagineBundle community bundle, which allows to compress and manipulate images rotate,
resize, watermark, etc. First, tell Symfony to stop trying to process these files dynamically. In addition,
Assetic has methods to minify Javascript and CSS files and also be used to optimize images. This kind of
dynamic serving of processed assets is great because it means that you can immediately see the new state of
any asset files you change. You can see an example in the previous section. To kick things off, I will show
how to include Assetic in a Symfony Project. This is on purpose - letting Symfony generate these files
dynamically in a production environment is just too slow. And one good thing to do is to split them in the
typical css, js and img or whatever you like folders. I will now show how they could be embedded in config.
They are usually composed of Javascript, CSS, and image files that are used for visual layout implementation
of websites. These assets are loaded from different locations because of Assetic Bundle. Assetic is a great
bundle that is invaluable when managing and manipulating asset files including javascript ,CSS and images.
This kind of dynamic serving of processed assets is great because it means that you can immediately see the
new state of any asset files you change. The great advantage of using Assetic to invoke these libraries as
opposed to using them directly is that instead of having to run them manually after you work on the files,
Assetic will take care of this for you and remove this step altogether from your development and deployment
processes. This parses your CSS files and corrects the paths internally to reflect the new location.


